
Thursday 28th January – P6 

 

 

Cosmic Kids Yoga – Tiny the T-Rex 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDBKD2S78&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngiFwW6-b9aV5eCgY0FAAB4&index=10  

  

 
That was hard work. Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

Today in maths and numeracy we are going to be doing something a little different, completing puzzles for Puzzle day 

tomorrow. I would also like you to come up with your own puzzle to challenge other classes on the blog. Click below for 

the lesson.  

https://sway.office.com/Enjoy1IdkIsisob2?ref=Link 

 
Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a snack and a drink 

 

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading In Class. You may choose to read a few pages of your chapter book, or maybe a 

family member could read you a story.  

 

Follow the link below for this week’s final lesson on the prefix ‘trans’ and dictation.  

https://sway.office.com/q4CIYQ3EQ4FP8rTk?ref=Link  

In today’s reading lesson we are going to be looking at the author of ‘Oranges in No Man’s Land’ (Elizabeth Laird)’s use 

of similes and come up with some of our own. Click below for today’s lesson.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlDBKD2S78&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngiFwW6-b9aV5eCgY0FAAB4&index=10
https://sway.office.com/Enjoy1IdkIsisob2?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/q4CIYQ3EQ4FP8rTk?ref=Link


https://sway.office.com/MDqrbkX1iBGlKHqp?ref=Link  

 

This week, we are revising parts of the body. Click on the link below, listen/sing-along to the song and read the rest 

of the page. Can you ace the quiz at the end?  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbkjmyc/articles/zfbybdm  

Draw a picture of yourself. Label the picture using the Spanish words you have revised today. You may want to 

challenge yourself and write a few sentences describing your appearance underneath. 

 
What a busy morning! Time to refresh our brains and bodies. 

 

Watch the introduction from Miss Finlayson via the link below.  

https://youtu.be/8BuNejo_www  

LI: I know that goals should be realistic to help motivate us.  

SC: I can set a realistic goal for myself and plan how to achieve it.  

Start off by watching this video then you can complete one, two or all of the activities below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=n3R8vMmiCU4  

1. Setting a goal. You can choose one of the targets: Be kind, be safe, be responsible, be persistent, listen and think 

and, follow directions. Now draw or write what it will look like or sound like if you reach this goal. Try to achieve this 

goal tomorrow. At the end of the day can you write or draw how well you did. How did it feel> How can you keep 

doing it? Make a plan as to how you are going to achieve that target tomorrow.  

2. We have talked about the importance of goals being achievable and realistic. Sometimes we can have dreams which 

might not be realistic but still nice to hope for. Can you draw a football goal on one side of a piece of paper and a 

cloud on the other. Inside the goal you can write five achievable and reachable goals you want to set for yourself 

this tear and that you can work towards achieving. Inside the cloud can you write give dreams that of anything were 

possible you would like to achieve. It can be as imaginative or far-fetched as you like. Fly? Breathe underwater? Etc.  

https://sway.office.com/MDqrbkX1iBGlKHqp?ref=Link
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbkjmyc/articles/zfbybdm
https://youtu.be/8BuNejo_www
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=n3R8vMmiCU4


3. Watch the story of Rosie Revere Engineer. She has a dream of creating great inventions and although 

faces some setbacks and doubts, managed to succeed. If you could make a machine what would it be? How 

would you make it? Draw a plan of your amazing invention or even try to make a model of it out of junk at 

home. https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=31eBdgnPsCo  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=31eBdgnPsCo

